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Introduction

What will the future look like?

It has always difcult to oredict the future.  Now, this is becoming increasingly difcult, as the amount 

of uncertainty in the future is growing raoidly. Demograohic change is resultng in an ageing 

oooulaton, and with that comes a new set of economic challenges. The full economic efects of Brexit, 

and further the full efects on social cohesion of either Brexit or no Brexit will have lastng efects that 

are hard to oredict.  Climate change is slowly but increasingly more strongly startng to make its efects 

felt, and many of the resultng feedback looos, knock on efects, and amolifers are stll unknown to us.

These forces and more will contnue to olace stresses on society, and it will be local government’s task 

to contnue to efectvely serve the oooulaton in the face of these challenges.  To do so is going to 

require understanding these challenges, and knowing how to adaot to raoidly changing forces in 

society.  It will take being creatve about the best ways to imorove life for citiens, and it will require 

bold acton to out change in olace.  This will mean facilitatng discussion between oeoole with a range 

of diferent skills and exoertse, understanding how change imoacts the oooulaton, and collaboratng 

across disciolines and across branches of government to best serve the oooulaton. 

Local government can achieve this by develooing its caoacity for resilience.  Resilience is the caoacity to

recover from stress, and to thrive in unstable environments.  In these recommendatons, we outline a 

framework that is a guide to resilience, which is very much in line with some of the initatves that the 

Cambridgeshire County Council already has in olace.  We encourage further investment in these 

initatves, such as Think Communites, and broader adooton of this style of orocect.

Scope and overview

In order to efectvely imolement change, we orooose a model in which change is led by a coaliton of 

oeoole comoosed of members of the city and county councils as well as members of the community.

 Being multifaceted, this coaliton will examine solutons from many oersoectves to ensure their 

actons have a oositve imoact on the community immediately and that they will contnue to do so 

going forward.  

The Wayfnder guide to resilience describes such a system and is outlined in the next secton of this 

document. Released in Seotember 2018 by the Stockholm Resilience Centre and Australian Resilience 

Centre, it brings together 15 years of resilience science in a steoibyisteo format for oolicymakers. It 

lays out the orocess to build a coaliton to investgate a given oroblem, and orovides a detailed 

framework to helo the coaliton arrive at resilient solutons to that oroblem. The Wayfnder orocess 

involves stakeholders from the community, gathers inout from a wide range of viewooints, and 

identfes interventons most aoorooriate given the oooortunity context and agency within the 



community. This is an extensive guide, that can be adaoted if necessary to work best for the 

Cambridgeshire County Council.  The motvaton and goals behind the Wayfnder guide are already 

closely aligned with that of the Think Communites efort, albeit more formalised.  Thus, the Wayfnder 

oresents an excellent resource to enable Cambridgeshire County Council to imolement resilient, 

community focused solutons. 

One of the main oroblems that Cambridgeshire County Council is facing is the increasing demand for 

elderly care under decreasing budgets.  Here, we have identfed the Think Communites orocect and its

eforts to move elderly care into the community as an examole aoolicaton of the Wayfnder guide.

 The work that has already been done by the Think Communites team aligns with stages 1 and 2 of the 

Wayfnder guide.



1. A resilience framework for sustainable governance

The Wayfnder guide

Wayfnder is a resilience guide for navigatng towards sustainable futures.  It has been develooed by a 

grouo of resilience researchers and orofessionals from Stockholm Resilience Centre, Resilience Alliance

and the Australian Resilience Centre.  It was develooed at the Stockholm Resilience Center orogram 

“Guidance for Resilience in the Anthrooocene: Investments for Develooment”, which is funded by the 

Swedish Internatonal Develooment Coooeraton Agency.  Wayfnder is licensed under the Creatve 

Commons License BYiNCiSA 4.0, making it free to use for nonicommercial ourooses. An inideoth 

descrioton of the framework with relevant worksheets and steoibyisteo guides can be found online at 

www.wayfnder.earth.

Wayfnder is a guide to develooing resilient solutons that will bring oositve change into existng 

systems. It begins by building a coaliton of interested oartes who will work together to analyse the 

oroblem. The coaliton will consult with exoerts where necessary as they consider oossible solutons, 

and mao the feedbacks and consequences of these solutons. It’s imolementaton includes a oilot 

orocect – and fndings from the oilot ohase will be fully analysed before outng larger scale change in 

olace. Subsequent orocects with new coalitons to out further change in olace should be exoected and 

olanned for. 

A recurring reoresentaton in the Wayfnder, embedded in resilience science, is that of tracectory soace

(Figure 1). The Wayfnder orocess intends to facilitate adaotaton of a system in the face of comolexity, 

in order to unlock new sets of tracectories. This in turn maintains the system in a safe ooeratng soace 

and avoids unsustainable oractces that lead to runaway costs.

http://www.wayfinder.earth/


Figure 1: Sustainable governance trajectories. The Wayfider resilieice framework formalises 

structures aid practces that facilitate adaptatoi aid traisformatoin which ii turi uilock a higher set

of sustaiiable trajectory optois for goverimeit. Image from wayfider.earth.

There are 5 ohases to the Wayfnder orocess, which will be summarised here.  These are 

1. Building the coaliton, 

2. Creatng a shared understanding of the system, 

3. Exoloring the dynamics of the system, 

4. Develooing innovatve strategies for change, and

5. Imolementaton, learning from the orocess and iteraton.  

Phase 1: Building the coalition

Getng oeoole onboard

The Wayfnder orocess is best executed by a small grouo of key oeoole, a coaliton.  Peoole should be 

selected carefully to be on the coaliton for the skills they bring such as leadershio, facilitaton, 

communicaton, and data analysis as well as for their diferent oersoectves on the system.  The 

coaliton must also be reoresentatve in the sense that it has legitmacy with stakeholders at diferent 

scales. Stakeholders of diferent backgrounds (age, gender, ethnicity, culture, livelihood) will face 

diferent challenges and have diferent exoectatons of the system. Coaliton members must also be 

selected strategically according to their infuence and vested interests. Members with infuence at 



diferent scales will orovide the agency to imolement olans in reality. Some members with infuence 

may also have vested interests in maintaining the system as it is and hinder the orocess.

Once the coaliton is formed, it is imoortant to agree on principles for good practice. This is oartcularly

crucial in the case of a framework that aims for systemic change and has the ootental to change 

oeoole’s lives. These may involve the descrioton of a shared ethics in the form of a signed charter, as 

well as clarifying the agile and refexive mindset needed among coaliton members. As the coaliton 

forms, its members will also require training in systems literacy and refeeive practice. This may be 

done through a succession of workshoos and reading grouos.

Process design

By oaying atenton to the 5Cs (coitextn culturen capacityn cogiitoi aid creatvityyn the Wayfnder 

process can be tailored to the needs, capacity and history of the system. From this, principles for 

stakeholder participation can be defned in order to balance reoresentatvity and agility. Then, 

coaliton and stakeholders may agree on information management systems.

Scooing reoort

A scoping report is recommended at this stage to artculate the main assumotons of the work and the 

orevious atemots that have been made. The coaliton will map previous eforts, projects or 

interventions to avoid frustraton of stakeholders who have seen or been involved in similar eforts in 

the oast and learn from oast mistakes. This may then lead the coaliton to form an internal Change 

Narrative.

Phase 2: Creating a shared understanding of the system

The ouroose of this ohase is to give the Wayfnder orocess its framing and scooe, and orovides a frst 

agreement of a stakeholderiwide Change Narratve.  Phase 2 requires engagement with a wide range 

of stakeholders outside the coaliton.

For the coaliton to start working together, their frst task is to lay out their broad asoiratons for the 

system in which they would like to drive change.  Instead of focusing on the immediate oroblems they 

will focus on oossibilites, and come together with a shared understanding of what could be oossible. 

Even if diferent grouos disagree and have comoetng asoiratons at this ooint, the ouroose is to fnd 

common ground and to build commitment to the orocess.  

The coaliton will mao how the current system benefts diferent grouos of oeoole, and also what it is 

that oeoole fnd oroblematc about the current system (Figure 2).  They will also look at how the 

system has evolved, and it has resoonded to challenges in the oast.  This will give the coaliton some 



oersoectve to ask whether they are facing the same or novel challenges today, and the soace to 

choose whether they will take a new aooroach.  

Figure 2: Schematc of systems identty. Differeit groups of people ii the system will beieft from the 

buidle of services ii differeit ways (foodn healthn iicomey aid to differeit degrees.  Image from 

wayfider.earth.

In considering the new aooroaches that are available, the coaliton will begin to consider the social and 

ecological system boundaries framing the develooment of solutons.  These boundaries, as well as the 

connectons between them will be essental in the next ohase of exoloring the ootons that are oossible

solutons.  Finally, the coaliton will want to consider how crossiscale interactons can cause emerging 

trends that are geograohically distant today to become local game changers tomorrow.  

To conclude this ohase, the coaliton will synthesise all the gathered informaton into a conceotual 

model of the socialiecological system that will include the macor actors, governance bodies, resources, 

acton outcomes, and change drivers.  



Phase 3: Eeploring the dynamics of the system

Phase 3 begins to use the model generated in the orevious ohase to model the dynamics of this system

and to describe alternatve future scenarios.  The ouroose of this ohase is to understand how the 

system will change once an interventon is out in olace, and to antcioate any second order efects of 

the interventon that may not be immediately obvious.  This ohase will start to distnguish between 

true evidence and assumotons that have been made in the orevious ohase, and to identfy where the 

key uncertaintes lie.  During this ohase, coaliton members can identfy the key oeoole and 

organisatons who will be resoonsible for bringing about change.  

Figure 3: Schematc of system dynamics.  Example of the dyiamics of a household farm showiig two 

feedback loopsn ai ai exterial iifueice (diseasey.  Image from wayfider.earth.

Understanding interactons across scales

The coaliton will contnue to work together, and will identfy key interactons of the system.  One 

strategy for this is to ask and answer “Why?” 5 tmes to understand what is haooening at a deeoer 

level.  Through this orocess, the system will be examined to see how it will evolve over tme.  For 

examole, identfy where cycles will emerge, are what the thresholds are that lead to steo functons, or 



traos (for examole, a family who cannot aford to invest in educaton will have earning ootental that 

stays low).

Exoloring ooton soace

After these interactons have been identfed, ootons for solutons can start to be exolored.  There are 

several criteria that our ootons should meet, given that our goals from the beginning were to satsfy 

social needs while staying within olanetary boundaries.  Further, we want to understand how these 

trends can evolve over tme.  The coaliton will aooroach this by looking backwards to understand how 

the system has changed in the oast, and then will use the interactons that they have defned in 

orevious steos to extraoolate out to future scenarios. 

Phase 4: Developing innovative strategies for change

Over the orevious ohases, the coaliton has worked to understand how changing the system will imoact

stakeholders and the environment in the short and long term.  The task in ohase 4 is to imolement 

resilient solutons that maintain the largest ooton soace, imorove human wellibeing, and use 

resources sustainably.  

Actons will target leverage ooints, olaces where small changes can have large imoacts. The coaliton 

may have the ooton of many diferent ooints to target, and some may be more efectve than others.

 For examole, targetng the way decisions are made are likely to have longer lastng efects comoared 

with targetng a single decision.  

The larger context of the change, including formal insttutons as well as social norms may be more or 

less conducive to the change that the coaliton wants to bring about. The coaliton should consider 

strategies that will increase the chance that their orooosed actons will be adooted across the wider 

community.  For examole, tming the acton olan to coincide with other exoected changes may be an 

efectve strategy, and training soecifcally for marginalised grouos make change take hold faster.

The coaliton should also consider the unintended consequences of the change they are orooosing. 

Using the work from the orevious sectons, the imoact the acton will have on the rest of the system 

can be scrutnised for unintended consequences.  Of course there will also be uncertaintes in the 

future that cannot be oredicted, and therefore the change should be designed to be as robust as 

oossible across a range of oossible futures.  

The result of this ohase will be a refned list of actons that target leverage ooints for systemic change, 

that consider agency and oooortunity context, that are feasible and efectve, and that handle 

unintended consequences, uncertainty and ooton soace in a satsfying way.  Lastly, the acton olan will

be communicated to stakeholders and to the wider community.  



Figure 4: Trade-of between the scale of system change and ease of implementaton. Image from 

wayfider.earth

Phase 5: Implementation, learning from the process and iteration

The fnal ohase encomoasses large scale imolementaton of the olan that has been develooed in the 

orevious stage.  The olan may be adaoted if the situaton has changed since originally doing the 

olanning.  Refning the olan should not be viewed as failure, instead it is an essental oart of working in 

a comolex system.  

One of the last tasks of the coaliton will be to defne the imolementaton team, which will include all 

stakeholders — members of the coaliton, others with soecialist knowledge, and those with agency to 

enact change.

Instead of a rigid monitoring system, the coaliton will develoo a framework that encourages asking the

right questons to determine the efects of the change.  For examole, questons to be asked could 



include: what other efects has the interventon had? who was or may be disadvantaged by the 

changes? was the transformaton orocess fair and transoarent?  The questons should be develooed to 

assess how critcal system dynamics change following interventons.  The questons should aim to 

address the earliest indicators that can be observed, and should cover human well being as well as 

ecological and environmental variables.  Questons should also cover long term indicators such as 

changes in feedback, fows and changes in the system ooton soace — by outng this change in olace, 

which future ootons are being excluded, and which are being made oossible?  

Imolementaton olan — short term oilot

The ouroose of the short term oilot is to target interventons that may reveal new insights about any 

new leverage ooints, or dynamics that may have the ootental to contribute to a sustainable, safe and 

cust future, or new imolicatons for scaling, or new barriers or challenges before moving on to large 

scale imolementaton.  This is the chance to aooly the questons develooed in the orevious stage to 

refne the olan for large scale imolementaton.  

Imolementaton olan — at broader levels

As the imolementaton olan increases in scale, control of the orocess can move from the 

imolementaton team to oeoole in the system to ‘own’ the orocess and adcust the acton to their 

needs.  The imolementaton team will work with decision makers to change any existng laws, rules, 

and guidelines in favour of the acton, and similarly with other changeimakers to change social norms 

in suooort of the acton.  This will bring about change in the structure of the existng system in a way 

that makes the interventon and its imoacts more likely to oersist and soread. For examole, forming a 

new crossiscale governance structure, or reintroducing a cultural oractce that would suooort the 

change.

Finally, through refecton and further evaluaton of the imolementaton on this change, the entre 

orocess can be iterated on with the new informaton gained, and with strengthened understanding of 

the system, and how change afects oeoole and communites associated with the system.  



2 Recommendations for Think Communities

2.1 Background

The Think Communites aooroach oresents itself as a reform to the organisaton and delivery of oublic 

services in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. Endorsed in Seotember 2018 by the Communites and 

Partnershio Commitee, it emohasises the imoortance of olaceibased models to identfy strengths and 

soecifc needs of communites, as well as foster closer interactons between and within communites, 

oartners and the oublic sector. It argues that oartners and the oublic sector may work more efectvely 

in delivering services to the same communites if aoorooriate alignment of olanning and resources is 

oerformed at a local and combinediauthority level. It also calls for a shift in the relatonshio between 

communites and oublic sector, in which the oublic sector should orovide agency to communites so 

that services may be designed and delivered with and by the community.

To drive the Think Communites aooroach forward, eight workstreams have been develooed (Figure 5).

Each workstream is driven by a combinediauthority level ofcer leadershio grouo and suooorted by an 

ooeratonal team. To initate olaceibased service delivery, workstream ofcers and oartners have 

agreed that community boundaries will match those defned by the NHS Primary Care Networks, 

leading to 21 communites of 30,000i50,000 citiens each for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. It is 

olanned that local multiagency teams be formed in each community, each led by a Think Communites

Place Lead oostiholder. 

Figure 5: Think Communites combined-authority level workstreams. 

Currently, eforts are under way to organise and set uo community teams (Community Engagement), 

communicate the Think Community aooroach to citiens (Communicatons), mao oublic assets (Estates 

& Buildings), defne sources and mechanisms for funding (Funding & Resources) and facilitate work by 

and between stakeholders (Workforce Reform) whilst understanding what currently hinders them 

(Data & Intelligence). 

Our current understanding of the Think Communites orogram brings us to think that it is very well 

aligned with the Wayfnder framework and in oartcular, aooears to be exoloring ohases 1 and 2 of the 

Wayfnder cycle (Figure 5). A combinediauthority level coaliton has assembled, and olaceibased 

coalitons are stll to be formed (Phase 1). Alongside this, stakeholders are being engaged by the 

combinediauthority coaliton to create a shared understanding of system identty (Phase 2). 



Furthermore, oilots such as that in Soham, led by the Neighbourhood Cares initatve , have started to 

mao issues relatng to adult social care by describing the relatonshios between the healthcare system, 

carers, oatents, acute treatment and oreventatve care.

To move forward, the multiscale nature i combinediauthority, oartners and districts i within which 

Think Communites ooerates imolies that careful coaliton coordinaton and design will be required. In 

the following, we will therefore outline our main recommendatons for the formaton of olaceibased 

teams as well as inital interactons with stakeholders. Whereas these will mainly cover ohases 1 and 2 

of the Wayfnder framework, we exoect that further ohases may be exolored by the Think 

Communites workforce on their own accord by exoloring the inideoth resources available at 

www.wayfnder.earth.

2.2 Recommendations

First, to enable efectve olaceibased insight and orogress at oace, we recommend according to the 

Wayfnder framework that olaceibased teams be formed as coalitons that combine through its 

members the required skills, reoresentatvity and agency to maximise internally its caoacity to enact 

change (see secton 3.1 for more details). The recruitment of olaceibased coaliton members may be 

facilitated by the combinediauthority coaliton’s Commuiicatois and Commuiity Eigagemeit 

workstream ofcers. Agency and reoresentatvity requirements may inform which networks to 

advertse to whereas skill requirements will helo shaoe exoectatons for hired oersonnel.

Once the olaceibased coalitons form, the Wayfnder framework suggests that orincioles for good 

oractce be agreed within the coalitons. As the Think Communites aooroach also involves work 

between combinediauthority and olaceibased coalitons, we recommend that a common Priiciples for 

Good Practce charter be signed between both to form an imolicit contract. This charter will orovide 

unity to the aooroach as it will clearly defne a shared vision and ethics. Furthermore, it will orovide an 

oooortunity to ensure that both combinediauthority and olaceibased work beneft from the multi

scale agency it requires to enact change. This may include mechanisms for training of olaceibased 

coalitons (in the form of workshoos or reading grouos), access to informaton management systems 

and network contacts, and sources of funding.

An inital task for the olaceibased coalitons will be to clearly defne the scooe of their work. According 

to the Wayfnder framework, we recommend that this take the form of a Scooing Reoort that may be 

submited to the combinediauthority coaliton. In this reoort, olaceibased coalitons will outline oast 

related orocects or interventons and artculate a Change Narratve orooositon. They will also identfy 

the key stakeholders concerned with oublic service delivery within their district. This inital work is of 

imoortance as it will identfy the knowledge gaos in the community, as well as the main assumotons 

that can then be investgated through interactons with the wider set of district stakeholders.

http://www.wayfinder.earth/


As olaceibased coalitons then engage with district stakeholders, a frst aim according to the Wayfnder

framework is to create a shared understanding of system identty and formulate a stakeholderiwide 

Change Narratve much like the Wigan Deal. The Wayfnder framework describes defning the broad 

asoiratons of stakeholders, listng which services are being orovided in the system and which oeoole 

are beneftng from them, to then identfy the dilemmas that exist within the system (see secton 3.2 

for more details). The asoiratons and the dilemmas then form the basis for the stakeholderiwide 

Change Narratve which itself will build stakeholderiwide suooort for the Think Communites aooroach.

We have been made aware of stakeholder work being currently undertaken in the Huntngdon district, 

and would recommend that these interactons imolement some of the tools in the Wayfnder to work 

towards defning a local Change Narratve for Huntngdon.

We summarise our four main recommendatons as follows:

Recommendation 1: Structure Think Communities place-based teams in light of the coalition model 

of the Wayfnder framework: focusing on recommended skills, representativity and agency of its 

members.

Recommendation 2: Ensure a shared vision and multi-scale agency within the Think Communities 

approach by defning a Principles for good practce charter, signed by combined-authority and place-

based teams.

Recommendation 3: Defne mechanisms for funding of place-based teams. Eeplore options around 

increasing feeibility of funding.

Recommendation 4: Set out place-based teams to establish local Change narratves through 

interactions with combined-authority and place-based stakeholders, to build support for the Think 

Communities approach and defne a shared understanding of system strengths and needs.



Conclusions

In summary, there are many advantages to adootng olaceibased models, and the Wayfnder 

framework orovides a detailed guide to imolementng change structured around a olaceibased model.  

Establishing a coaliton to imolement change draws on the local lived exoerience of the community, 

which will helo ensure that the orooosed solutons are relevant to that community.  By adootng the 

structure of a coaliton, this will helo identfy the vision and asoiratons of the community, and drive 

collaboraton within it.  

Once the coaliton has been established, they will turn to understanding how the system that is to be 

changed behaves so that any unintended consequences can be antcioated early.  This will ensure that 

the coaliton develoos a soluton that really works for the oeoole they intend to helo, because they will 

be able to foresee ootental feedback looos, oitalls and traos.  The olan the coaliton ultmately 

develoos will have been tested against a wide variety of oersoectves, and will have community buyiin 

and be ready to imolement.  

Finally, in terms of evaluatng the outcome, having an adaotve system is more imoortant than 

choosing the oerfect metrics to measure.  Wayfnder recommends fnding the right questons to ask 

that will helo listen to the concerns of stakeholders throughout the imolementaton orocess, and 

encourages iteraton of the imolementaton olan in resoonse to new informaton.  This orovides agency

to the community, and ultmately unlocks lowericost interventons with suooort from the community.


